
Berber 
Impressions HD

Berber Impressions HD mats are slip-resistant entrance mats 
that feature your custom logo or message digitally printed in 
high definition. Berber’s tight weave makes it durable enough to 
withstand heavy foot traffic while its loop pile construction features 
an upscale hobnail look. The PET fabric contains 85% recycled 
content reclaimed from plastic and is naturally stain and fade 
resistant. Place mats inside or covered areas outside to help stop 
dirt and moisture from entering your faculties.



Specifications

Material
PET (polyethylene 

terephthalate)

Construction Needle-punched

Design Hobnail

Backing
SBR - smooth or 

universal

Backing Thickness 68-Mil

Overall Thickness 5/16”

Performance 5 years*

*Under normal use

*100% Customer Satisfaction
*Based on the life of the product

Design Specifications

Mat Size Max. Print

2’ x 3’ 21” x 33”

3’ x 4’ 33” x 45”

3’ x 5’ 33” x 57”

3’ x 10’  33” x 117”

4’ x 6’  43” x 67”

4’ x 8’ 43” x 93”

6’ x 10’ 66” x 117”

6’ x 12’ 66” x 141”

Minimum Text Height 1.5”

Minimum Line Thickness 1/4”

Size(s)

Size (ft.) Size (in.)

2’ x 3’ 24" x 35"

3’ x 4’ 35" x 47"

3’ x 5’ 35" x 59"

3’ x 10’ 35" x 119"

4’ x 6’ 45" x 69"

4’ x 8’ 45" x 95"

5’ x 8’ 58" x 95"

5’ x 10’ 58" x 119"

6’ x 10’ 68" x 119"

6’ x 12’ 68" x 143"

Note: Special sizes are available in widths of 3’ (35”), 4’ 
(45”), 5’ (58”), or 6’ (68”) and whole foot lengths up to 20’.

Mat sizes are approximate as rubber shrinks and 
expands in conjunction with temperature and time.  

Tolerable manufacturing size variance is 3-5%.

PRODUCT INFO
Indoor/Outdoor Logo Entrance Matting

56 Standard Color Options
Display your custom logo/artwork in high definition

Colors may vary due to inconsistencies of various display monitors or 
printers (if you’re viewing a printed version of this document). 

Color images are intended to be used as a guide only.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
• Vacuum regularly: daily in

high-traffic areas, weekly in 
lower-traffic applications

• Extract or hose off as needed
to remove heavy soil/debris

• Always make sure the mat is dry 
before placing back into service


